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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and The Stock Exchange of Hong 

Kong Limited take no responsibility for the contents of this announcement, make no 

representation as to its accuracy or completeness and expressly disclaim any liability 

whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part 

of the contents of this announcement.

(Stock Code: 3948)

(A joint stock company incorporated in the People’s Republic of China with limited liability)

*

ANNOUNCEMENT
DISCLOSEABLE AND CONNECTED TRANSACTION

THE SHARE PURCHASE AGREEMENT

The Board is pleased to announce that on 18 March 2015, the Company entered into the 

Share Purchase Agreement with Yitai Group, pursuant to which the Company has agreed 

to acquire, and Yitai Group has agreed to sell, the Target Shares for a total consideration 

of RMB1,912,000,000.

Yitai Guanglian is a non-wholly-owned subsidiary of Yitai Group (one of the Company’s 

Controlling Shareholders and connected person), which directly and indirectly holds 

approximately 58.57% of the issued share capital of the Company as at the date of this 

announcement.

Under Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules, the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition contemplated 

under the Share Purchase Agreement constitutes a connected transaction of the Company.
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In accordance with Rules 14.22 and 14A.81 of the Listing Rules, a series of transactions 

and connected transactions will be aggregated and treated as if they were one transaction 

if they were all completed within a 12-month period or were otherwise related. Reference 

is made to the announcement and circular of the Company dated 25 March 2014 and 

14 April 2014, respectively, in relation to, among others, the acquisition of 5% equity 

interest of Yitai Guanglian from Yitai Group by the Company (the “Previous Yitai 
Guanglian Acquisition”). Both the Previous Yitai Guanglian Acquisition and the Yitai 

Guanglian Acquisition are between the same parties and the nature of these transactions 

is the same. Accordingly, these transactions shall be aggregated. As the highest 

applicable percentage ratio under the Listing Rules in respect of the Yitai Guanglian 

Acquisition aggregated with the Previous Yitai Guanglian Acquisition exceeds 5% but is 

less than 25%, the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition constitutes (i) a discloseable transaction 

for the Company subject to the reporting and announcement requirements under Chapter 

14 of the Listing Rules; and (ii) a connected transaction for the Company subject to the 

reporting, announcement and Independent Shareholders’ approval requirements under 

Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules.

The AGM will be held to, among others, consider and if thought fit, approve the Share 

Purchase Agreement and the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition contemplated thereunder. Yitai 

Group and its associates will abstain from voting on the resolution approving the Share 

Purchase Agreement.

The Company has appointed China Investment Securities International Capital Limited, 

as an independent financial adviser, to advise the Independent Board Committee and 

the Independent Shareholders as to whether the Share Purchase Agreement is on normal 

commercial terms and is fair and reasonable so far as the Independent Shareholders are 

concerned, and is in the interests of the Company and the Shareholders as a whole; and 

to advise the Independent Shareholders as to how they should vote in respect of the Share 

Purchase Agreement and the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition contemplated thereunder at 

the AGM. The Independent Board Committee comprising all independent non-executive 

Directors will be established to advise the Independent Shareholders as to whether the 

Share Purchase Agreement is on normal commercial terms and is fair and reasonable so 

far as the Independent Shareholders are concerned, and is in the interests of the Company 

and the Shareholders as a whole, and to advise the Independent Shareholders as to how 

they should vote in respect of the Share Purchase Agreement and the Yitai Guanglian 

Acquisitions contemplated thereunder, after taking into account the recommendations of 

the independent financial adviser appointed by the Company.
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A circular containing, among others, (i) further information regarding the Share Purchase 

Agreement and the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition contemplated thereunder; (ii) a letter 

from China Investment Securities International Capital Limited; (iii) the recommendation 

from the Independent Board Committee; (iv) the Consultation Report; and (v) the notice 

of the AGM and other information as required under the Listing Rules is expected to 

be despatched to the Shareholders as soon as practicable and is currently expected to be 

despatched on or before 10 April 2015.

I. THE SHARE PURCHASE AGREEMENT

1. Summary

Date 18 March 2015

 

Parties (i) the Company, as the Purchaser of the Target 

Shares; and

 

(ii) Yitai Group, as the Vendor of the Target Shares

 

Subject of the Yitai 

Guanglian Acquisition

the Target Shares

 

Consideration RMB1,912,000,000. The transaction is subject to 

the issuance of preferred shares. If the issuance 

of preferred shares proposed by the Company 

fails to obtain approval of shareholders at general 

meetings or approval from CSRC, the transaction 

will be terminated automatically. If the proceeds 

raised from issuance of preferred shares change, the 

shareholding percentage in Yitai Guanglian through 

the acquisition will be changed accordingly. For the 

basis on consideration, please refer to the following 

paragraph headed “Basis of Consideration” of this 

announcement.
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Target Shares The Vendor agrees to sell 5% equity interest of 

Yitai Guanglian held by the Vendor to the Purchaser 

pursuant to the Share Purchase Agreement, and the 

Purchaser agrees to purchase the 5% equity interest 

of Yitai Guanglian held by the Vendor pursuant to 

the provisions and on the terms and conditions of the 

Share Purchase Agreement.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, the transfer of the 

Target Shares shall also include the collateral rights, 

interests and obligations attached thereto, as well as 

the corresponding undistributed profits attached to 

the Target Shares.

 

Payment Schedule Both parties mutually agree, according to the Share 

Purchase Agreement, that the details of payment 

method and term of payment will be seperately 

negotiated by both parties.

 

Conditions Precedent Conditions precedent to be fulfilled by the Vendor:

 

(i) The relevant authorities of the Vendor shall 

decide and approve the Yitai Guanglian 

Acquisition.

 

(ii) The shareholders’ meeting of the Target 

Company shall approve the shareholders’ 

resolution in relation to the Yitai Guanglian 

Acquisition. Furthermore, the shareholders 

holding the remaining shareholding of 10% 

equity interest (5% held by Inner Mogolia 

Guanglian Ethnic Economies Development Co., 

Ltd (內蒙古廣聯民族經濟發展有限公司 ) and 

5% held by Inner Mogolia Autonomous Region 

Coal Field Bureau of Geology (內蒙古自治區
煤田地質局 )) of the Target Company has given 

up their pre-emptive rights in respect of the 

Yitai Guanglian Acquisition on written notice.
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Conditions precedent to be fulfilled by the Purchaser:

 

The Purchaser’s board of directors and shareholders’ 

meeting shall decide and approve the Yitai 

Guanglian Acquisition according to the relevant 

laws and regulations and the Listing Rules. Both 

parties agree and confirm that each of them shall 

use its best effort to facilitate the completion of the 

aforementioned terms. 

 

Completion The Vendor and the Purchaser shall, within 30 

days of the effective date of the Share Purchase 

Agreement or any other statutory limit (the 

“Completion Date”), procure the Target Company 

to complete all the relevant procedures to register 

the transfer of the Target Shares, including but not 

limited to file for the amended articles of association 

of the Target Company with relevant authorities.

 

Guarantee The Purchaser shall guarantee the following:

 

(i) In relation to the signing of the Share Purchase 

Agreement, the Purchaser has obtained all the 

necessary authorisation and approvals that can 

be made at this stage, and the Share Purchase 

Agreement reflects the true intention of the 

Purchaser.

 

(ii) The Purchaser will cooperate with Vendor to 

handle any matters that have not been covered 

in the process of signing and implementation of 

the Share Purchase Agreement in accordance to 

the PRC laws and relevant regulations.
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The Vendor shall guarantee the following: 

(i) In relation to the signing of the Share Purchase 

Agreement, the Vendor has obtained all the 

necessary authorisation and approvals that can 

be made at this stage and the Share Purchase 

Agreement reflects the true intention of the 

Vendor.

 

(ii) The signing and execution of the Share 

Purchase Agreement did not and do not violate 

any agreements, contracts or undertakings 

made between any independent third party with 

the Vendor or with the Target Company. The 

signing and execution of the Share Purchase 

Agreement did not and do not contravene any 

judgment, adjudication and administrative 

decision made by any court, arbitration authority 

or administrative authority.

 

(iii) The Vendor has already furnished all authentic 

written materials, copies and other documents 

to the Purchaser to facilitate the signing of 

the Share Purchase Agreement. The aforesaid 

materials and documents did not contain any 

false statement or material omission in any 

form.

 

(iv) All the undertakings that the Vendor has made 

from the date of signing the Share Purchase 

Agreement to the Completion Date are authentic, 

effective, accurate and do not contain material 

omission or any misleading materials.
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(v) The Vendor undertakes that the Target Shares 

have not been attached with any pledges, 

guarantees and any other encumbrances. The 

Vendor shall guarantee that the Target Shares 

are free from any third party’s claim. If the 

Purchaser by virtue of the Vendor’s unlawful 

behavior or breach of contract which have 

occurred prior to the signing of the Share 

Purchase Agreement suffered from any losses, 

the Vendor shall indemnify the Purchaser within 

three months from the date of the loss incurred.

 

(vi) The Vendor will cooperate with the Purchaser to 

handle any matters that have not been covered 

in the process of signing and implementation 

of the Share Purchase Agreement according 

to the PRC laws and relevant regulations. 

In case where the Vendor has breached the 

aforementioned guarantee provisions which have 

caused damages to the Purchaser, the Vendor 

undertakes to bear compensation responsibility.

2.  Basis of Consideration

The consideration of the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition is determined after arm’s 

length negotiation between the parties to the Share Purchase Agreement with 

reference to, among others, the Consultation Report.
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In view of the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition, the Company, on a voluntary basis, 

engaged Zhongwei Zhengxin (Beijing) Asset Valuation Co., Ltd. (中威正信
（北京）資產評估有限公司 ) to prepare the Assets Valuation Report to which 

the Mining Rights Valuation Report formed a part. However, as detailed below, 

the Assets Valuation Report (including the Mining Rights Report) was subject 

to certain PRC code and guidance on valuation of mining rights and could not 

properly reflect the fair value of Hongqinghe Mine. Meanwhile, the Company 

also engaged Beijing Zhongxin Zhonghe Mine Rights Valuation and Consultation 

Co., Ltd. (北京中鑫眾和礦業權評估諮詢有限公司 ) to prepare the Consultation 

Report. Both the Valuer and the Consultant are independent valuers. For the 

avoidance of doubt, none of the Assets Valuation Report, the Mining Rights 

Valuation Report or the Consultation Report complies with, or do they need to 

comply with, the requirements on a Valuation Report or Competent Person’s 

Report under Chapter 18 of the Listing Rules.

According to the Consultation Report, as at 31 December 2014, the total 

exploitable reserves of Hongqinghe Mine were approximately 2.124 billion 

tons with a market value of approximately RMB51.1 billion. The Directors 

have discussed with the Consultant in relation to, among other things, (i) the 

scope of its work and assumptions of the valuation; and (ii) the valuation basis 

and methodologies adopted in the Consultation Report, and noted that the 

Consultation Report was based on legitimate geological materials of Hongqinghe 

Mine combined with scientific and reasonable mining technologies and methods 

by way of combination of the discounted cash flow method and market method to 

evaluate the fair value of the mining rights of Hongqinghe Mine. The Directors 

concur with the Consultant that the discounted cash flow method is the most 

appropriate method in evaluating the fair value of Hongqinghe Mine, which is 

mainly derived from intangible assets such as mining rights, enterprise skills, 

management and networking which can hardly be accurately reflected without 

the discounted cash flow method. Moreover, the discounted cash flow method is 

also commonly used to assess the fair value of a company in an equity transfer. 

Based on the Directors’ review on the Consultation Report and discussion with 

the Consultant in relation to, among other things, (i) the scope of its work and 

assumptions of the valuation; and (ii) the valuation basis and methodologies 

adopted in the Consultation Report, the Directors consider the basis, assumptions 

and methodologies adopted by the Consultant for the valuation of the mining 

rights of Hongqinghe Mine to be fair and reasonable and the Directors agree with 

the conclusion drawn in the Consultation Report.
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Subject to certain PRC code and guidance on valuation of mining rights, the 

Assets Valuation Report (including the Mining Rights Valuation Report) came 

to a valuation of approximately RMB12.356 billion of the mining rights of 

Hongqinghe Mine, which cannot property reflect the fair value of Hongqinghe 

Mine with total exploitable reserve of approximately 2.124 billion tons. The 

Directors reviewed the Assets Valuation Report and discussed with the Valuer, 

and they noted that the exploitable reserve for Hongqinghe Mine used for the 

valuation of Hongqinghe Mine in the Assets Valuation Report was only 630 

million tons and it was mainly due to the requirements of certain PRC code 

and guidance on valuation of mining rights, as well as that the longest service 

period used for the valuation is only 30 years. Since the total exploitable reserve 

for Hongqinghe Mine was approximately 2.124 billion tons and in view of 

the forecasted annual production capacity of Hongqinghe Mine, the Directors 

expected the service period of Hongqinghe Mine will be substantially longer than 

the parameter used in the Assets Valuation Report.

In light of the above, the Directors take the view that the fair value of the mining 

rights of Hongqinghe Mine of approximately RMB511 as at 31 December 2014 

as stated in the Consultation Report can reflect the fair value of Hongqinghe 

Mine more fairly and properly. In determination of the consideration of the Yitai 

Guanglian Acquisition, the Company took into consideration, among others, the 

Consultation Report instead of the Assets Valuation Report as well as reasonable 

discount agreed between both parties.

Pursuant to the publication requirement of the Shanghai Stock Exchange, both 

the Consultation Report and the Assets Valuation Report would be made public 

as appendices to the announcement of the Company on the Shanghai Stock 

Exchange. According to Rule 13.10B of the Listing Rules, the Chinese version 

of both the Consultation Report and the Assets Valuation Report will be made 

available to the public by way of overseas regulatory announcement on the 

Stock Exchange on the even date of this announcement. In order to enhance 

the independent Shareholders’ understanding to the value of Hongqinghe Mine 

and facilitate their decision on how to vote on the relevant resolution in the 

forthcoming AGM, both English and Chinese version of the Consultation Report 

would be included in the circular to be despatched to the Shareholders in due 

course.
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3. Information of Yitai Guanglian

3.1.	 The	business	of	Yitai	Guanglian

Yitai Guanglian is a limited liability company incorporated in the PRC. The 

company is currently engaged in construction project of Hongqinghe Mine 

(“Hongqinghe Project”), which yields an expected annual output of 15 

million tons of coal from Hongqinghe Mine. Hongqinghe Project has already 

obtained approval from National Development and Reform Commission in 

February 2013 to carry out the construction of mine. Yitai Guanglian holds 

an exploration license with a registration number of 0100000610388. As at 

the date of this announcement, the Vendor holds 85% equity interest of Yitai 

Guanglian.

3.2.	 Financial	Information

The audited net profits (after tax and before/after deduction of non-recurring 

profit and loss item(s)) for the years ended 31 December 2013 and 2014 

of Yitai Guanglian prepared based on the Generally Accepted Accounting 

Principles of the PRC are set out as below:

For the year ended 31 December
RMB

2013 2014

Net profit after tax and before non-

recurring profit and  

loss item(s) –1,038,358.78 –4,446,859.88

Net profit after tax and after non-

recurring profit and  

loss item(s) –1,038,358.78 –4,446,859.88

Also the total assets value and the net asset value as at 31 December 2014 

of Yitai Guanglian were RMB3,765,503,070.96 and RMB1,972,646,880.44 

respectively.
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Information of Hongqinghe Mine

According to the Consultation Report, the exploitable reserve for Hongqinghe 

Mine is 2.124 billion tons. Yitai Guanglian has obtained the approval for 

Hongqinghe Mine from National Development and Reform Commission in 

February 2013.

The expected scale of Hongqinghe Project is 15 million tons/year and 

the total investment amount for Hongqinghe Project is approximately 

RMB7.0 billion. Yitai Guanglian is the operator of Hongqinghe Project. 

The construction of Hongqinghe Project commenced in the second half of 

2012 and is expected to put into production in the second half of 2017. The 

majority of the coals to be produced by Hongqinghe Mine are expected to be 

non-coking coal, which are of low ash, low sulfur, low phosphorus, middle-

to-high-end volatile, high heat stability, and extra-high heat, and the minority 

of the coals are expected to be long flame coals. The average calorific value 

of raw coal of Hongqinghe Mine is expected to be more than 6,800 karls and 

good for civil and power use. Yitai Guanglian obtained the mining rights 

certificate for Hongqinghe Mine in August 2006.

4. Reasons for and Benefits of the Yitai Guanlian Acquisition

Yitai Guanglian has already obtained the exploration license for Hongqinghe 

Mine while the relevant production certificates including but not limited to 

mining license, and safe production license are still in the process of application. 

At present, the Company’s high-quality coal resources in the west Inner 

Mongolia begin to decrease. The high-quality coals of Hongqinghe Mine will 

complement the Company’s coal resources and be beneficial to the coal business 

development of the Company. In addition, the current domestic market price of 

coals is relevantly low which made it a good timing for acquisition. Meanwhile, 

the reserves and scale of Hongqinghe Mine are extremely large, which requires 

significant amount of investment and long construction period. Taking into 

account of the above, the Company decides to acquire the Target Shares to 

minimize the potential competition with Yitai Group. The Company will continue 

to consider and explore further development opportunities of Hongqinghe Mine 

going forward. Should any of such opportunities mature and the Company 

determines to make further investment in Hongqinghe Mine, the Company will 

make further announcement pursuant to requirements under the Listing Rules.
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Based on the foregoing, the Directors (including the independent non-executive 

Directors) are of the view that the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition contemplated 

under the Share Purchase Agreement is fair and reasonable, on normal 

commercial terms and in the interests of the Company and the Shareholders as a 

whole.

The acquisition of 5% equity interest in Yitai Guanglian from Yitai Group is 

conditional upon the issue of preference shares by the Company. If the issue of 

preference shares by the Company is not approved at the general meeting of the 

Company or by CSRC, the acquisition of 5% equity interest in Yitai Guanglian 

from Yitai Group will be terminated automatically. If the amount of proceeds 

from the issue of preference shares is adjusted, the percentage of equity interest 

in Yitai Guanglian to be acquired will be adjusted and determined by both parties 

based on the actual net proceeds and according to the status of the project.

5. Listing Rules Implication

Yitai Guanglian is a non-wholly-owned subsidiary of Yitai Group (one of 

the Company’s Controlling Shareholders and connected person), which holds 

approximately 58.57% of the issued share capital of the Company as at the date 

of this announcement.

Under Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules, the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition 

contemplated under the Share Purchase Agreement constitutes a connected 

transaction of the Company.
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In accordance with Rules 14.22 and 14A.81 of the Listing Rules, a series 

of transactions and connected transactions will be aggregated and treated as 

if they were one transaction if they were all completed within a 12-month 

period or were otherwise related. Reference is made to the announcement and 

circular of the Company dated 25 March 2014 and 14 April 2014, respectively, 

in relation to, among others, the acquisition of 5% equity interest of Yitai 

Guanglian from Yitai Group by the Company (the “Previous Yitai Guanglian 
Acquisition”). Both the Previous Yitai Guanglian Acquisition and the Yitai 

Guanglian Acquisition are between the same parties and the nature of these 

transactions is the same. Accordingly, these transactions shall be aggregated. 

As the highest applicable percentage ratio under the Listing Rules in respect of 

the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition aggregated with the Previous Yitai Guanglian 

Acquisition exceeds 5% but is less than 25%, the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition 

constitutes (i) a discloseable transaction for the Company subject to the reporting 

and announcement requirements under Chapter 14 of the Listing Rules; and (ii) 

a connected transaction for the Company subject to the reporting, announcement 

and Independent Shareholders’ approval requirements under Chapter 14A of the 

Listing Rules.

6. AGM

The AGM will be held to, among others consider and if thought fit, approve the 

Share Purchase Agreement and the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition contemplated 

thereunder. Yitai Group and its associates will abstain from voting on the 

resolution approving the Share Purchase Agreement.
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7. General

The Company has appointed China Investment Securities International Capital 

Limited, as the independent financial adviser, to advise the Independent Board 

Committee and the Independent Shareholders as to whether the Share Purchase 

Agreement is on normal commercial terms and is fair and reasonable so far as the 

Independent Shareholders are concerned, and is in the interests of the Company 

and the Shareholders as a whole; and to advise the Independent Shareholders as 

to how they should vote in respect of the Share Purchase Agreement and the Yitai 

Guanglian Acquisition contemplated thereunder at the AGM. The Independent 

Board Committee comprising all independent non-executive Directors will be 

established to advise the Independent Shareholders as to whether the Share 

Purchase Agreement is on normal commercial terms and is fair and reasonable 

so far as the Independent Shareholders are concerned, and is in the interests of 

the Company and the Shareholders as a whole, and to advise the Independent 

Shareholders as to how they should vote in respect of the Share Purchase 

Agreement and the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition contemplated thereunder, after 

taking into account the recommendations of the independent financial adviser 

appointed by the Company.

A circular containing, among others, (i) further information regarding the 

Share Purchase Agreement and the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition contemplated 

thereunder; (ii) a letter from China Investment Securities International Capital 

Limited; (iii) the recommendation from the Independent Board Committee; (iv) 

the Consultation Report; and (v) the notice of the AGM and other information as 

required under the Listing Rules is expected to be despatched to the Shareholders 

as soon as practicable and is currently expected to be despatched on or before 10 

April 2015.

II. INFORMATION REGARDING THE PARTIES INVOLVED

The Company

The Company is a joint stock limited liability company incorporated in the PRC on 

23 September 1997, which is one of the largest coal enterprises in the PRC. The 

principal business of the Company include coal operations, transportation operations, 

coal related chemical operations and other operations which mainly include the 

development, production and sale of traditional Chinese medicine.
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Yitai Group

Yitai Group is one of the Company’s Controlling Shareholders, which is a limited 

liability company duly incorporated in the PRC. Yitai Group’s core businesses include 

technology development in relation to coal-based chemical products and real estate 

development.

III. DEFINITIONS

In this announcement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following expressions 

have the following meanings:

“AGM” the annual general meeting of the Company for the 

year 2014 to be convened and held to, among others, 

approve the Share Purchase Agreement and the Yitai 

Guanglian Acquisition contemplated thereunder

“Assets Valuation Report” an asset valuation report dated 8 March 2015 issued by 

Zhongwei Zhengxin (Beijing) Asset Valuation Co., Ltd. 

(中威正信（北京）資產評估有限公司 ) in relation to 

the Yitai Guanglian Acquisition, to which the Mining 

Rights Valuation Report formed a part and which 

does not qualify as a Valuation Report or Competent 

Person’s Report under Chapter 18 of the Listing Rules

“associate(s)” has the meaning ascribed to it under the Listing Rules

“Board” the board of directors of the Company

“Company” 內蒙古伊泰煤炭股份有限公司 (Inner Mongolia 

Yitai Coal Co., Ltd.), a joint stock limited company 

incorporated in the PRC on 23 September 1997, whose 

H shares are listed on the Stock Exchange under the 

stock code of 3948 and whose B shares are listed on 

the Shanghai Stock Exchange under the stock code of 

900948

“connected person” has the meaning ascribed to it under the Listing Rules
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“Consultant” Beijing Zhongxin Zhonghe Mine Rights Valuation and 

Consultation Co., Ltd. (北京中鑫眾和礦業權評估諮詢
有限公司 )

“Consultation Report” a consultation report dated 8 March 2015 issued by 

Beijing Zhongxin Zhonghe Mine Rights Valuation and 

Consultation Co., Ltd. (北京中鑫眾和礦業權評估諮詢
有限公司 ) in relation to the value of the mining rights 

of Hongqinghe Mine, which does not qualify as a 

Valuation Report or Competent Person’s Report under 

Chapter 18 of the Listing Rules

“Controlling Shareholders” has the meaning ascribed to it under the Listing Rules, 

and in this announcement, they refer to Yitai Group 

and Inner Mongolia Yitai Investment Co., Ltd.

“Director(s)” the director(s) of the Company

“Group” the Company and its subsidiaries

“HK$” the lawful currency of Hong Kong

“Hong Kong” the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the 

PRC

“Hongqinghe Mine” a coal mine 100% owned by Yitai Guanglian located in 

the PRC

“Independent Board 

 Committee”

a committee of the Board comprising Mr. Yu 

Youguang, Mr. Qi Yongxing, Ms. Song Jianzhong and 

Mr. Tam Kwok Ming, Banny, being the independent 

non-executive Directors, which will be formed to 

advise the Independent Shareholders in relation to the 

Share Purchase Agreement and the Yitai Guanglian 

Acquisition thereunder

“Independent Shareholders” the shareholders of the Company other than the 

Controlling Shareholders and their associates
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“Listing Rules” the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The 

Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited

“Mining Rights 

 Valuation Report”

a mining rights valuation report dated 8 March 2015 

issued by Beijing Zhongxin Zhonghe Mine Rights 

Valuation and Consultation Co., Ltd. (北京中鑫眾和
礦業權評估諮詢有限公司 ) in relation to Hongqinghe 

Mine, which does not qualify as a Valuation Report 

or Competent Peron’s Report under Chapter 18 of the 

Listing Rules

“PRC” the People’s Republic of China, which for the purposes 

of this announcement excludes Hong Kong, the Macau 

Special Administration of the People’s Republic of 

China and Taiwan

“Purchaser” the Company

“RMB” Renminbi, the lawful currency of the PRC 

“Share Purchase Agreement” the share purchase agreement dated 18 March 2015 

entered into between Yitai Group (as Vendor) and 

the Company (as Purchaser) in relation to the Yitai 

Guanglian Acquisition

“Shareholder(s)” the shareholder(s) of the Company 

“Stock Exchange” The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited

“subsidiary or “subsidiaries” has the meaning ascribed to it under the Listing Rules

“Target Company” Yitai Guanglian

“Target Shares” 5% equity interest of Yitai Guanglian held by Yitai 

Group

“Valuer” Zhongwei Zhengxin (Beijing) Asset Valuation Co., 

Ltd. (中威正信（北京）資產評估有限公司 )
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“Vendor” Yitai Group

“Yitai Group” 內蒙古伊泰集團有限公司 (Inner Mongolia Yitai 

Group Co., Ltd.), a limited liability company 

established in the PRC and one of the Company’s 

Controlling Shareholders

“Yitai Guanglian” 伊泰廣聯煤化工有限責任公司 (Yitai Guanglian 

Coal Chemical Co., Ltd.), a limited liability company 

established in the PRC in 27 February 2006 and is a 

85% owned subsidiary of Yitai Group

“Yitai Guanglian 

 Acquisition”

the acquisition of the Target Shares from Yitai Group 

by the Company pursuant to the Share Purchase 

Agreement

“%” percent

By order of the

Inner Mongolia Yitai Coal Co., Ltd.*
Zhang Donghai

Chairman

Inner Mongolia, the PRC, 18 March 2015

As at the date of this announcement, the executive directors of the Company are Mr. Zhang 

Donghai, Mr. Liu Chunlin, Mr. Ge Yaoyong, Mr. Zhang Dongsheng, Mr. Zhang Xinrong, 

Mr. Lv Guiliang and Mr. Song Zhanyou; and the independent non-executive directors are 

Mr. Yu Youguang, Mr. Qi Yongxing, Ms. Song Jianzhong and Mr. Tam Kwok Ming, Banny.

* For identification purpose only


